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Status
  ● Open
Subject
  Newsletter: Format impure
Version
  18.x
Category
  ● Bug

Feature
  Newsletters
Resolution status
  New
Submitted by
  hman
Lastmod by
  hman
Rating
  ★★★★★★★★★★★(0)

Description
  The format of sent newsletters is impure. Instead of real ASCII double quotes, a special character is
  used (0x90)

  Extract from test newsletter I sent to myself:

  <!— Start of article ->
  <div class="articleclip_single">
  <h3 class="articleclip_title"><a href="http:
  </a></h3>

  Look closely at those double quotes (cannot underline them, or the CODE commands get ignored.

  These are typographical double quotes. I have the feature enabled. But that feature should only
  swap typographical characters in displayed Wiki content - not in the programming part of
  newsletters... !

  It's a miracle that Thunderbird renders this correctly. I am dead sure most other mail clients are not
  so tolerant...

Importance
  8
Easy to solve?
  5
Priority
  40
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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